Shelter Vet’s Patients Are the City’s Ailing Animals

Written by Barbara S. Moffet & Photos by Shelley Castle Photography
Reprinted with permission from the Alexandria Gazette

She was a short-haired cat called Luna, and she was only one year old. After falling or jumping from her owner’s balcony in Alexandria she may have landed on all four paws — but one of her leg bones was severely fractured in the process.

Luna’s owners couldn’t afford costly surgery to save her. But instead of having her euthanized, they surrendered her to the Vola Lawson Animal Shelter, which is operated by the Animal Welfare League of Alexandria (AWLA).

Enter Dr. Kaci Angelone. The shelter’s only staff veterinarian, Dr. Angelone, oversees the health of all animals who make their way to the shelter. That can mean a pet too sick for an owner to manage — even one with a seemingly minor skin problem — or an injured stray brought in from the streets.

“Luna’s owner did the right thing,” Dr. Angelone said. “We are a resource for Alexandrians. We’d rather have the animal brought to us than have it stay in a home suffering.”

Just about every animal at the shelter, even the occasional wild creature, meets Dr. Angelone, sooner or later. All animals seven years or older get blood tests to check the function of vital organs such as liver and kidneys. Many animals need fecal-sample testing for internal parasites.

If illness is found, the animals joins Dr. Angelone’s case list, and she works with other staff members to monitor their progress daily. Eight to 10 “visiting vets” come by regularly to help shoulder the caseload and offer opinions on tough cases.

And Dr. Angelone orders hundreds of surgeries annually, such as spaying and neutering, at local veterinary clinics and other shelters, all at the AWLA’s expense.

A 2-year-old pit bull called Moe created a significant medical challenge for the shelter. Hit by a car, his owners had taken him to an emergency veterinary hospital, where they were told his injuries were quite severe and treatment would be expensive. Desperate to help their dog, the owners turned to the AWLA.

(continued on page 8)

Dr. Kaci Angelone examines a beagle called Freda at the AWLA.
From the Executive Director

South Korea Dog Rescue

One of my goals as the Executive Director of the Animal Welfare League of Alexandria (AWLA) has been to expand our partnerships with external organizations to build our capacity to help more animals. We now serve as an Emergency Placement Partner for the Humane Society of the United States to support communities in animal-related crises, and in return, we would receive this support if we ever needed help in Alexandria. This relationship has now extended beyond the United States with the group’s international arm — the Humane Society International (HSI).

The HSI approached AWLA in late 2014 to ask if we would help take 23 dogs from a dog meat farm in Seoul, South Korea, that they were working to shut down and convert to farming crops. We would be the first shelter in the country to receive dogs from meat farms in South Korea rescued by the HSI. We realized that this was not only an opportunity for us to help 23 dogs and put a spotlight on the issue of dogs raised for food but also to leverage this story to bring media attention to animal shelters in the region. We agreed to participate with the understanding that after we had quarantined all of the dogs at our shelter, we would organize the transfer of some of the dogs to the other shelters in the region and coordinate the media attention. It was a success! We were able to coordinate media coverage when the dogs arrived at AWLA on January 5th and 6th, and we then held a press conference at the shelter to announce the transfer of some of the dogs to our sister shelters: Animal Welfare League of Arlington, The Washington Animal Rescue League, Fairfax County Animal Shelter, Loudoun County Animal Services and City of Manassas Animal Control and Adoption Shelter. We received national and international media attention for all of our shelters, and all of them reported an increase in adoption over the weeks after the rescue.

Some of the dogs at the meat farm in South Korea before they were rescued. Bailey, who is also shown in the photo below, can be seen in the front row. Photo by the Humane Society International.

Katie Faxon, AWLA Transfer Coordinator, giving Bailey a kiss. Bailey, like the other puppies in his litter, was extremely frightened when he arrived at AWLA and would not allow anyone to touch him. Katie and other staff/volunteers worked with Bailey and he and his siblings made an incredible transformation. Photo by Shelley Castle

Billie smiling after being groomed. Photo by Shelley Castle.

Snowball, one of the puppies from the dog farm, enjoying the comforts of a blanket for the first time.
City, Shelter Working Hand in Hand to Serve Animals
Written by Barbara Moffet, AWLA Volunteer & Photos by Shelley Castle Photography

The animals at Alexandria’s Vola Lawson Animal Shelter are cozier than ever these days, thanks to a new state-of-the-art heating system recently installed.

The new heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) system was provided by the City of Alexandria to the shelter, which is operated by the Animal Welfare League of Alexandria (AWLA). It’s all part of an increasingly vibrant partnership between the city and the AWLA designed to benefit the animals of Alexandria, both pets and wildlife.

“Almost every department of the city — General Services, Health, Licensing, Police — connects to the shelter in some way,” said Charlotte Hall, chair of the AWLA Board of Directors. “The city is a real lifeline to the shelter, and vice versa.”

Deputy Director of Administration Alfred Coleman oversees the relationship on behalf of the city. “We work very closely with the AWLA year-round to meet the shelter’s needs,” he said. “Increased communication and cooperation with the League’s director have made our relationship better than ever.”

A recently signed 29-page contract, continuing a relationship first forged in 1989, spells out the city’s responsibilities to the shelter — maintaining the facility, equipment and vehicles and providing custodial services. In return, the AWLA provides animal shelter management and animal-control services to the city.

Under the agreement, the AWLA regularly informs Coleman of its needs, and any necessary repairs or purchases that are consistent with the terms of the agreement come out of the city budget, which allocated $30,000 to the shelter for 2015. Recent purchases made to improve shelter operations have included two new vehicles — one of them a pickup truck that Animal Control Officers can use to transport dead or injured animals — and a web-based system that will allow pet owners to register their dogs or cats or renew existing pet licenses online.

The new HVAC system, which eventually will provide remote monitoring of kennel temperatures, was proposed by Building Engineer Kevin Jones, a city employee who’s a regular presence at the shelter and who works closely with city Portfolio Manager Patrice McAuliffe and Building Manager Pelham Park to keep systems running smoothly. The new HVAC arrangement, which is a heat-pump system with electrical backup, replaced a propane system and should save money for the city, Coleman said.

Coleman, a dog lover himself, visits the shelter every few weeks and meets with Executive Director Megan Webb once a month to review shelter needs. On the list for the 2016 budget is the addition of covers for the outside portion of each dog’s kennel to provide extra protection from the elements. Taking care of animals is central to the character of Alexandria, Coleman says. “Alexandria is such an animal-friendly town.”
The call that came in from the police to the Animal Welfare League of Alexandria (AWLA) described a fox stuck in a residential fence. What Animal Control Officer Alex Cooke found on arriving at the house in Del Ray early that Sunday morning was that the fox, a large male, was hanging by his head. As she moved closer and tried to examine the animal, he hissed and tried to bite her. Finding no visible injury, Cooke decided the best plan was to help him escape. She quickly positioned crates under the fox’s paws and then tossed her catch pole around his jaw, causing him to bite down. Using the pole, she lifted the fox up, freeing his head. “He took off running and leaped over the next fence,” she said.

Many calls involve wildlife in distress. Citizens often call after “rescuing” baby birds that appear to have fallen from nests. These birds should be left alone, Rees said, as they are routinely nudged out of the nest by their mothers, who are teaching them to fly. The officers sometimes find themselves saving lives: Cooke, for example, routinely checks the pouch of opossums who have been killed on the road since finding a 2-inch live baby opossum inside a dead mother. That newborn was transported to a wildlife rehabilitator.

Keeping citizens and pets safe from rabies is a major responsibility of Animal Services. Untold hours are spent documenting animal bites and scratches, reporting them to city authorities, and, if necessary, quarantining animals suspected of having rabies or animals that were bitten. Pets that have had rabies vaccinations can be quarantined at home, Rees said, but those without vaccinations must go to the shelter for the quarantine period.

Rees and his team increasingly look for opportunities to educate citizens rather than penalize them. “When we’re out on patrol, we’re especially looking for dogs off leash, and when we find one, it’s our duty to determine if the animal has a city license and a rabies vaccine,” he said. “But instead of a citation, we often issue a ‘notice to comply’ and explain why the vaccines are critical. We’ll follow up later to make sure they did comply.”

Situations involving cruelty or neglect of animals warrant criminal prosecution, Rees said, and the AWLA works closely with the city Commonwealth’s Attorney’s office to bring charges in these cases. “That office is very supportive of what we are doing,” Rees said. “They see this as a growing area of law and have helped us to expand our abilities to bring strong cases to them for prosecution.”

Bryan Porter, the Commonwealth’s Attorney for the city of Alexandria, says he has made animal cases a priority since taking office last year and has assigned one of his staff prosecutors, Joseph Martin, to specialize in these cases. A recent case involved a dog so neglected by its owners that it had to be euthanized. The defendant — the dog’s owner — pleaded guilty to a count of animal cruelty and was sentenced to suspended jail time and ordered not to care for or possess any companion animals again.

“Animal cruelty victims can’t speak for themselves, and they need strong advocates to hold people who treat them inhumanely accountable for their actions,” Porter said. “Education about these issues is key. When judges and juries hear about the horrible things people do to animals, they are more likely to take the cases seriously.”
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Sarah’s Legacy

Thirteen years ago, a black Labrador named Sarah was hit by a car in Alexandria. She was brought to the Vola Lawson Animal Shelter, which is operated by the Animal Welfare League of Alexandria, with a shattered back leg. Thankfully, Dr. Jerry Hinn, DVM, now an AWLA Board member, heard about Sarah and offered to donate his services to attempt to save her leg. He reconstructed Sarah’s leg with a metal rod.

AWLA staff knew that Sarah would need love and attention to fully recover. They contacted the Cala family, who had been looking to adopt a dog. Bernadette Cala and her three children, ages 10, 12 and 14, met Sarah after her surgery. Cala said that Sarah looked terrible — she had dandruff everywhere and was very skinny. “I was hooked, and we took her home right away,” Cala said. She spent many nights sleeping on the floor with Sarah to comfort her during her painful recovery.

Sarah healed fully and became an important part of the Cala family over the next 13 years. Sarah formed special bonds with each of the children. The youngest daughter, for example, would sneak Sarah into her bed at night after everyone had gone to sleep.

Sadly, Sarah eventually became sick with a tumor that had invaded her jaw, and on March 17, 2015, the Calas brought Sarah to Hayfield Animal Hospital to be euthanized. Dr. Hinn, the same vet who had saved her leg over a decade before, performed the procedure. He shared a box of tissues with the family as Sarah peacefully passed away at the age of 15.

Dr. Hinn worked with AWLA to set up “Sarah’s Fund,” a donation fund to care for animals with severe medical issues. Many animals have followed Sarah’s paw prints and have been healed with donations to this fund. Cala said, “I would encourage others to take on a dog with challenges; you feel their appreciation and loyalty for the care you give.” Donations to Sarah’s Fund can be made by mail or online to the Animal Welfare League of Alexandria attention “Sarah’s Fund”.

Thank You!
Shelter Vet’s Patients Are the City’s Ailing Animals
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Dr. Angelone said. “His skin had been completely torn off the bones of his back legs.” Months of treatment, especially painful changing of bandages, were involved in order for the skin to grow back. “Moe never complained — he was so stoic and such a great dog,” Dr. Angelone recalled. “No matter what was happening to him, he greeted us every day with a wagging tail.” The new, improved Moe has been adopted.

Dr. Angelone’s passion for veterinary medicine surfaced in kindergarten, when she declared she wanted to become a vet. After earning a doctor of veterinary medicine degree at Iowa State University, she began to focus on shelter medicine. She likes the AWLA’s philosophy: Use the limited resources judiciously with one main goal — getting animals adopted.

That approach worked for Luna, the white-and-black-spotted cat with the shattered leg bone. Amputation of the leg was the only recourse, Dr. Angelone says, and Luna responded beautifully to the surgery, purring her way through exams. After a few weeks’ recovery in foster care, her caretakers have invited her to stay – permanently.

Note: Readers interested in helping Alexandria animals with serious medical conditions can contribute to the AWLA’s “Sarah’s Fund.”

A domestic long-haired cat called Topanga sits patiently as veterinarian Kaci Angelone checks her out.

A beagle named Freda gazes into the eyes of veterinarian Kaci Angelone at the Vola Lawson Animal Shelter.

Alexandria’s Walk for Animals

Give them your heart and soles.

Animal Welfare League of Alexandria

Thank you to everyone who put their soles to good use and gave of their hearts to make our Alexandria’s Walk For Animals a great success. We want to especially thank all the volunteers and sponsors who gave of their time and support to make this event a success.